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in their first round of international expansion,
itprotv produced and promoted a series of
webinars and online content on the topic of
effective it management. the show was so

successful that we decided to extend it into a
series of nine webinars. in each webinar, cioara

teaches the audience to develop a powerful, well-
designed technology roadmap for their company.

this is just one of the reasons why so many it
managers are placing their order. after cioara
finished the first webinar, he asked if anyone

knew of any other online webinars that would be
good for itprotv to produce in the future. you

guessed it! all i had to do was make a phone call
and within a week, itprotv had a contract to

produce 12 more webinars over the course of a
year. so, now we are also doing a series of 12 cbt
nuggets webinars. if you arent happy with the first

webinar, dont worry. we have lots more coming
up. the demand for our content is at an all-time

high. weve been asked by companies to create it
for them. thats never happened before. its a

business never-ending wishlist, but its a wishlist
that we are fulfilling every day, thanks to a

content syndication partner that understands the
importance of content syndication and delivering
high-value content directly to the right people at

the right time. we call it lead generation at itprotv.
theres a reason why itprotv is the most searched
for content when you search for the phrase "itpro
tv". with 70+ years of content behind us, i think it

is safe to say that this model of content
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syndication works. this model is a successful
means of content syndication for lead generation.

there are quite a few successful content
syndication partners who deliver high-value

content directly to the right people at the right
time. i hope that this article inspires you to

experiment with content syndication for lead
generation. if you want to see for yourself, then go

get the free trial of netline. we think you will be
very satisfied with the results.
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the culmination of these conversations and the
interest itprotv has shown in content has been to
bring all of our content to one place, offering it

pros a new avenue to learn through the power of
peer-to-peer learning. through udemy, we’ve been
able to deliver our courses to our audience all in
one place, at a fraction of the cost and in a more
convenient way. with millions of hours of content

in the media, the tricky part is choosing which
content to focus on. as a market research firm,

the b2b information gap is an incredible
opportunity for marketers, and it’s an opportunity
for it professionals, as well. now, more than ever,
there is a need to learn about the innovation and
changes taking place in the information delivery

space, and content syndication will enable
professionals to find these resources. by choosing
to provide content through udemy, itprotv is able

to unify the information space, making it more
relevant to a wider audience, allowing them to

find the content that is of value to them. our goal
is to build relationships between it media and it
pros and offer valuable, relevant content to our

audience. the following tips will show you how to
troubleshoot an incentivize or an incentivize plus
system. 1) migrate settings from the old policy to
a new policy. 1) display the denial rules settings.
1) display the rule compliance settings. through

the cbt nuggets brand, we want to build a
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community of practitioners who are “consumers”
of the ideas we present. it is important for us to

maintain the passion for learning that members of
our community have, as we look to take it to the

next level. 5ec8ef588b
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